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John Ratte on
Affirming Faith
Reported by Ellie Mercer

"Everyday experience in school work is
intrinsically religious" was the founda
tion on Dr. John Ratte's talk Affirming
Faith on October 8, 1987 at St. Paul's
School.

"If we believe tliat we see God in other

human beings, we need to seek out the
opportunities in our schools where we
can experience that." Ratte discussed
four areas other than traditional faith in

which we can recognize, validate and
affirm religious experience in our lives.

The first of these affects schools who

have denominational roots and a strong
religious heritage. Seasons of liturgy
and religious holidays are part of the
school's life, and in that way, help to
reinforce spirituality by actual calendar
events. In secular schools, similar
opportunities can be found, although
they are not usually directly built into
the school's fabric. For the most part,
the days of required chapel and denomi
national exclusivity are past. Modem
chaplaincy now aims at incorporating a
sense of plurality of cultures and
religions and finding ways of worship
in which all may participate.

The second arena Ratte pointed to in
religious experience is the role of the
counseling office. A healthy person is

^•physically, emotionally and spiritually
balanced. To tap into an individual's
spiritual resources, the counselor needs
to look at the student's religious
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heritage. That heritage may be hidden
or obscure, but remains an essential
ingredient of the person's well-being.
Spirituality may be as informal as an
awareness of, to quote Simon Weil, "a
reality located outside the world,
...outside space and time, outside
man's mental universe, outside the

entire domain that human faculties can

reach. At the center of the human heart

is the longing for an absolute good, a
longing that is always there and is never
satisfied by any object in the world.
'The counseling staff, with its aware
ness of cycles, pathologies and devel
opmental issues, can also remind the
faculty of the need for wholeness in the
individual as well as in the larger

Chaplain, Dana Hall (MA)

community. Group discussion on such
issues as weight control, sexuality,
family dynamics, suicide, death, etc.,
contribute to the strengthening of a
positive self-image that is essential to
wholeness and health.

The academic curriculum comprises the
third arena Ratte discussed. Academics

can incorporate the concept of spiritual
ity and religious experience into the
everyday life of our students. Spec
ial courses directly related to the topic
can be offered, such as Death and
Dying, Bible Studies, World Religions,
and Ethics. These classes teach the

universality of religious experience
and questioniong. Looking at the

(continued on pa^e 2)
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spirituality in ourselves and others need
not be confined to the religion depart
ment, and all other departments can
touch upon these subjects.

The fourth and final area in which we
can recognize religion is our culture.
Much of the time we are defeated by
materialism, and our culture tends to
project an inanimate view of reality,
one based on things and possessions.
Religion is the perfect antidote to alter
this sterile view. Religion offers an
experience that puts us in touch with
the reality of pain, suffering, anxiety,
failure—the walls against which we all
come. But religion also puts us in
touch with joy, community, oneness
and the ultimate reality of God.

The fmal part of Dr. Ratte's talk was a
recounting of his own spiritual auto
biography. He feels that everyone must
at one time examine his or her religious
self and try to see if we have a spiritual
ity that will animate our lives beyond
the materialism that chokes much of

our culture. Dr. Ratte feels that we all

have that capability, and people most
often experience this religious aware
ness in two ways: through contact with
a holy person or place and through an
experience that causes us to question.

Dr. John Ratte

In both cases, the mysterious and
compelling presence of other people,
their love, hate, suffering and beauty
is a key to developing our own unique
sense of religion.

Dr. Ratte highlighted several elements
that he feels point to the affirmation
of faith:

• Everyday life has a religious char
acter, and when the community re

sponds to this by living that character
fully, a "fuller life, here and now"
grows.

• There is a radical potential for
faith in everyone. We must see
human nature as fluid, and we need to
see humanity as emerging, always
with room for more compassion and
understanding. Each individual is a
part of a whole, and we must see that
whole moving toward a higher state
of being.

• In order to tap into a transcendent
power or presence, we first have to
look at the innermost experience of
other human beings.

• God is involved in the process.
God is both inside and outside the

human experience and evolving with
it. God is not passive, but active in
history and in emerging humanity.

The message Dr. Ratte gives to secon
dary schools is to seize the moment,
whether secular or religious, to enable
each individual to identify his or her
religious experience, to enable
students to identify their religious
heritage and to see the religious
nature of everyday life.

Spirituality in the Curriculum: Getting Back to Basics
Reflections on a presentation
by Len Beecher by Joe Keenan

Len Beecher, head of the art department
at Millbrook School, began his presen
tation by changing the committee's title
(Creating Opportunities in the Curricu
lum to Learn About Religion) to
Creating Opportunities in the School to
Realize More Fully Our Spiritual
Dimension. Here's why. The word
"about" had to go because it implies
something "out there" or separate, ra
ther than "in here," within our col

lective and individual selves. Religion
connotes a set belief, an accepted core
of tenets, a membership. Obviously we
cannot use a fundamental definition: a

set of beliefs given by God. There are
too many Gods and too many beliefs, so Len Beecher, head ofthe art department at Millbrook (NY)



all you'd then end up with is a jumble;
we might just as well put out a catalog
of the world's ten most popular relig-

Is it not appropriate to define
spirituality broadly, as the search for
meaning in our lives? And should we
not also define our curriculum broadly,
as everything we do that affects
students? Then schools address

spirituality whether they choose to or
not, day in and day out. We address
spirituality through the methods we
choose, through our personal style,
through hundreds of opportunities for
interaction, formal and informal, each
day. How we act implicitly conveys our
sense of what life means.

If one wants to face issues of spiritual
ity, one need not look far. All kids have
spirituality within them—they care,
they hold philosophies of life—and we
can reach this, easily and immediately.
Adolescents, in particular, are eager to
find avenues to express their spiritual
dimension. There are opportunities to
address spirituality as one takes a walk
in the woods, goes on a camping trip,
resolves conflict between friends, helps
to set up goals in a community project
or cares for an animal.

In course work, one can read the works
of St. Francis, listen to Verdi's "Re
quiem," fast for a day during World
Hunger Awareness Week, discuss the
religious significance of Greek temples,
read Franny andZooey, study primitive
art works, read Maslow and Merton,
create a painting, visit a monastery,
discuss the struggles of relationships.
The possibilities abound, and we must
choose to recognize them and make use
of them.

At times we may be trapped into
thinking that if we simply look at ethics
and morals and values, then we will be
teaching spirituality. But moral training
is simply imparting a system of right
and wrong conduct; ethics just looks at
these systems of moral principles and
can be quite removed from experience;
values vary widely and are often quite
relative, based on custom, circumstance
and culture.

Yet a spiritual education that does not
touch on ethics and morals and values is

absurd, for these enable us to express
spiritual perceptions and concerns.
Spirituality, however, involves the
search itself, the experience of search
ing, and in the process we cannot help
but touch on our own sense of self, as

well as on our sense of the cultures of

humanity and the principles and
philosophies the world tries to live by.

The aspect of spirituality that Len feels
is too often neglected in our schools'
curricula is the human need for inti

macy, because of the difficulty we have
letting ourselves become a part of a
creative spiritual community. To use
Len's own words: "Our inability to
open to one another and the world
around us locks us into our narrow

definition of self, and we suffer then
from that feeling of being cut off and
isolated—lacking that sense of fabric,
the vast net of being, the flow of
existence—and we live with an idea of

life rather than life itself: 'When I get it

together I will really live my life'—a
typical deluded remark. Obviously we
are living our lives and our lives are
connected to the world around us.

"That for me requires intimacy, both
physical and spiritual. Often just the
simple act of touching another person
shows us what we have been lacking.
Touching is the literal and physical
expression of intimacy. Then we are
not only one with others, but we are
intimate with ourselves. It is amazing
how such an act can make us feel valued

and real."

At the end of his presentation, Len
asked us all to join hands for a moment.
1 don't know how the others felt, but I
experienced mild panic at first; hold
hands with a bunch of strangers? Then I
smiled at my fear, and I wondered about
it as we joined hands. The others were
smiling, too.

(Above) David Panek, St. Paul's School,
(NH), served asfall conference coordi-

(Left) Judith Carpenter, chaplain
at Dana Hall (MA), presented the
second keynote address. (See next page.)



Spiritual Growth
in Independent
Schools
Workshop Report by
Suzanne L. Casey

As one of the keynote speakers for the
conference on "Pathways to Spiritual
Growth in Independent Schools," Judith
Carpenter proposed ways to speak about
and act upon this spiritual journey. She
challenged her audience with questions
on speaking with the spirit in light of
many languages and cultures, the ac
cepted and the unaccepted, the Holo
caust, the challenge of feminism, a
materialistic culture, the intemational
make-up of schools and the overall
alienation from religious roots.

The crisis that we face today may be
seen in varied aspects: rapid technologi
cal change, consciousness, meaning,
direction and vision. Judith quoted
Allan Bloom's The Closing of the Am
erican Mind, describing our young
people as lacking "an understanding of
the past and vision of the future and
living in an impoverished present." To
meet the challenge of change, we must
realize the importance of religion and
the part it plays in opening wide the
windows of our society.

Some signs of hope and encouragement
highlighted in the address were: the at
tendance at such a conference, re-newed
emphasis on global studies, the rappro
chement of science and technology, the
gathering momentum of the peace
movement, development of a new. ho
listic spirituality and a new women's
consciousness.

Having explored the matters of crisis
and hope. Carpenter led us to the
denouement: the means of achieving
this growth in the spirit. Of utmost
importance is the ability to listen,
perhaps learning from Eastern traditions
and their ability to be comfortable with
silence. Searching for the religious
element in other avenues, listening to
one's own experiences and encouraging
young people to trust themselves are
stepping stones to this growth in the
spirit. As a counterpart to the listening,
we must encourage dialogue which
leads to the sharing of traditions and
experiences and we must encourage
outreach and community service.

From Idea to Social Action:
Developing Student Organizations
Workshop Report by Mary Conway

Karen Pullen. a member of the faculty
at Eaglebrook School, illustrated her
approach in the area of social action
with the history of "Intemational Day at
Eaglebrook." Intemational Day started
in 1980 with a small group of students
wearing their native costume and
preparing special ethnic meals particu
lar to the country that had been chosen
for the day. Over the past seven years,
it has gradually grown to a weeklong
program that focuses concern on
matters that include world famine,
nuclear power. Central America and
worldwide pollution.

The tremendous success of this program
has been due to the interaction between

faculty and students. Students are
actively involved in the planning stages
of the program, such as attending
student/faculty workshops with outside
resources. Classroom discussions and

assignments for the week focus on the
designated topic or country. In addi
tion, guest speakers, from scholars such
as William Sloane Coffin to storyteller
Jay O'Callahan, are invited to speak
with students. Another event designed
to raise social consciousness is the

Hunger Banquet.

Intemational Day originated out of
concem regarding the stereotyping of
intemational students. The program
began as a day for students not only to
have fun but to also better their under

standing of themselves and others.
Intemational Day has expanded to
include concem for world problems and
has created an appreciation of diversity
within a group. The program and
activities demonstrates the strength of
group participation, and that with
enough concem and involvement,
people can activate change.

Todd Frye, on the faculty at Milton
Academy, provides some basic guide
lines to ensure success of a social action

program that is developed by students.
The key to remember, says Frye, is to
be practical. The size of the goal must
be realistic and within the scope of the
students. It should be achievable while

allowing for the students' available
time, skills and effort, since they will

Karen Pullen, Eaglebrook (MA)

have to continue to meet other com

mitments. The probability of success
depends on the necessary skills in
volved, processing time and feedback
on successes and failures.

An outreach program, such as student
involvement in soup kitchens or
homeless shelters, is a good example
of guaranteed success. Volunteering
can be done in a single weekend, a
goal within the students' reach.
Minimal skills are required, positive
feedback from the people served is
often given and community response
is positive.

To encourage our students and to
empower them to facilitate social
change, we must create programs
within their reach. The process and
results of social action enriches both
our students and our world.



ISHA FALL 1988 CONFERENCE

HEALTH ISSUES IN INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS

Cosponsored by ISHA and Division of
Adolescent/Young Adult Medicine,

The Children's Hospital, Boston, MA

October 20-21,1988

The Inn at Children's Hospital • Boston, MA

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20,1988

8:30-9:30 a.m.
Registration
Location: The Inn at Children's Hospital
342 Longwood Avenue
Boston, MA 02115

9:30-9:45 a.m.
WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS
Robert P. Masland, M.D.
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Division of Adolescent/Young AdultMedicine, The Children's
Hospital

Lin Bredenfoerder, R.N., C., S.N.P.
President of ISHA

-^riigrdrbTHMnrSe^^^ BerTcshire^Schodl (MA) " '

9:45-10:45 a.m.
ADOLESCENCE AND LOSS: WHEN IS IT

TOO MUCH TO BEAR?
Samuel C. Klagsbrun, M.D.
Executive Medical Director

Four Winds Hospital (Katona, NY)

ll:00-Noon
THE INEVITABILITY OF STRESS FOR THE
ADOLESCENT AND HOW WE CAN HELP THEM COPE
Duane Estes

Director of Counseling, Loomis Chaffee School (CT)

Noon-1:30 p.m.
Lunch on your own

1:30-2:30 p.m.
CHRONIC ILLNESS AND THE ADOLESCENT—PART I
Norman Spack, M.D.
Clinical Instructor in Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School;
Assistant in Medicine, The Children's Hospital

2:45-3:45 p.m.
CHRONIC ILLNESS—PART II
Norman Spack, M.D.

4:00-5:00 p.m.

AIDS

Stephen Chanock, M.D.
Assistant in Medicine, The Children's Hospital

5:00-6:00 p.m.

Reception

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21,1988

9:00-9:45 a.m.
Coffee
Introduction to Day Two

9:45-10:45 a.m.
SUBSTANCE USE AND ABUSE—PART I

Michael Shannon, M.D., M.P.H.
Assistant in Medicine, Division of Clinical Pharmacology and
Emergency Medicine,The Children's Hospital; Medical
Consultant, Massachusetts Poison System

ll:00a.m.-Noon
SUBSTANCE USE AND ABUSE—PART II
Michael Shannon, M.D., M.P.H.

Noon^1:30 p.m. ''' ' -
Lunch on your own

1:30-2:30 p.m.
EATING DISORDERS
Joan Mansfield, M.D.
Assistant in Medicine, The Children's Hospital; Instructor in
Pediatrics, Harvard University

2:45-3:45 p.m.
THE REALITY: PHYSICAL ABUSE AND RAPE

IN DATING RELATIONSHIPS

Patricia Pierce, Ph.D.
Associate Dean of Yale College; Dean of Academic Life;
Convener of the Yale College Grievance Board for Student
Complaints of Sexual Harassment

3:45 p.m.
End of Conference

SAVE THE DATES!

Registration for the fall
conference will be sent to you in

August.



Health Services Provided by Boarding Schools
Survey Results

How many students attend your
school? 50-60 76 107 149 160 195 200

How many hours a day is your
heahh service staffed? 8a-4p 24 hrs. 7.5 hrs. 12 hrs. 16 hrs. 12 hrs. 10.5 hrs

Is your health service open on
weekends?

will

arrange

if

needed

on

call

10a-6p
Sat.

7:30-12

Sat.

Do you charge for routine visits
to your health service?

In

tuition

Do you charge for overnight stays?

What is the size and professional
training of your health service staff? X X X X X

Do you have a school physician? X X X X X

How often does your school doctor
come to see students?

when

needed

2x/

week

Ix/

week

3x/

week
daily

Is your doctor available 24 hours
a day? X X X X X X

Is your school doctor strictly a
consultant, or does he consult and

see individual students?

X X X X X

Does your school have a health
curriculum?

X X X X

Does the director of health services

teach a class?
1 RN

does

both

nurses

both

nurses

1 RN

does

Does the director of health services

live on campus? X X

Do you have a no smoking policy
for students? X

Do you have a no smoking policy
for staff/faculty?

Coaches
1st Aid
Cert.

MD
Trainer

MD

Nurse

on call

MD

Ambul.
MD RN

Does your school have an
athletic trainer? X X X X X X

What emergency personnel do you
have present at home athletic
events?

2RNs IRN

1 PT

1 RN INPrt.

1 LPN

1 RN

1 LPN

1 ftRN

2pt RNs
IRN

1 MD



230 230 275 362 390 400 120

12 hrs. 9.5 hrs. 8.5 hrs. 24 hrs. 24 hrs. 24 rs.

7:30a-
lOp
M-F

on call

Sat.ll-
12, Sun.
7p-8p

Sat. Sat.

X X X At

tempt
X 2

X X X X 3 2

2x/

week

2x/

week

2x+/

week

daily 8hrs./

week

when

needed

. X
X ERDr.

X X X X X
X(7th
&8th
Gr.)

occ. X X X X

X X X X

Almost X Fall '89

Fall '89

EMT Trainer

Trainer
on

beeper

MD
Nurse
available

Trainer
RN/NP
(rot.)

MD,2

trainers
EMT

X X X X X X

4RNs

2 N ast.

1 ftRN

2 pt RNs
3 RNs 1 NPrt.

6PtRN/
LPNs

1 NPrt

1 RN

3 RNs

Linda Duchene R.N.,
director of health serv

ices at Shattuck-St.

Mary's School (MN), and
Jean Jewison L.P.N., also
of Shattuck St. Mary's,
sent out a survey in De
cember, 1987, to 20 na
tionwide boarding
schools. Of the 20

schools who received the

Questionnaire, thirteen
responded; a summary of
the data collected is listed

on these pages.
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Athletic Trainer of

the Year Award

Presented

Reported by Lin Bredenfoerder

On January 11, 1988, the members of
the Eastern Athletic Trainers' Associa
tion met at Kutscher's Country Club in
Monticello, NY. The EATA annual
awards were given at a banquet
attended by 900 athletic trainers from
high schools and colleges around the
country. The scholastic trainer of the
year award was presented to Robert D.
Duchardt, ATC, athletic trainer at
Berkshire School since 1980. The

citation on the plaque reads: Micro Bio-
Medics Scholastic Trainer's Award "In

honor and recognition of outstanding
dedication to the professional advance
ment of athletic training on the Scho
lastic level."

Bob worked as a classroom teacher and

athletic trainer in public schools before
moving to Berkshire. He has been
active in helping revise the current leg
islation governing the employment of
trainers in Massachusetts schools. He

sees the role of athletic trainer at an

independent school as "a unifying

Robert D. Duchardt, athletic trainer of the year, with a student

factor in the health care of student

athletes. Probably the greatest service
the trainer in a private school provides
is in follow-up after an injury, making
sure that rehabilitation and retraining
programs are properly carried to
completion, h is incumbent on the
school to provide the best possible care
of injured students. Certified athletic
trainers are well-trained and highly

skilled health care professionals who
also understand the special social, em
otional and physical considerations of
competitive and recreational sports.
Trainers are able to balance the various
needs of the athletes with those of

athletic and academic programs to the
ultimate benefit of the athlete and

the school."

W ^.^.2

Waterfront Books

Waterfront Books Publishing Company is a new firm publish
ing books of interest to school health care professionals. The
newest titieJOSH: A Boy With Dyslexia by Caroline Janover
presents the fears, tragedies and triumphs of a dyslexicboy in
novel form appropriate for children ages 8-12, and can be a
useful springboard for class discussions aboutL.D. children
and their problems. $9.95, 100pages, illustrated by Edward
Epstein. Other Waterfront titles include: Luke Has Asthma,
Tooby Ali.son Rogers, for children ages 3-7. $6.95,32 pp.;
Changing Families—A Guidefor Kids and Grown-ups by
David Fassler, M.D., Michele Lash, M.Ed., A.T.R. and Sally
B. ives, Ph.D., for children ages 4-12, $14.95, 192 pp.; The
Divorce Guidebook by Ives, Fassler and Lash, for children
ages 4-12. $12.95, 160 pp.;and Playful Perception—Choos
ingHow to Experience Your World, by Herbert L. Leff, Ph.D.,
containing mental flexibility exercises for teachers and
therapists to use with theirstudents andclients, $15.95 paper,
172pp. Write to: Waterfront Books, 98 Brookes Avenue.
Burlington. VT 05401 (802) 658-7477.

JOSH: A Boy with Dyslexia
by Caroline Janover
Illustrated by Edward Epstein



Reviews
By Lin Bredenfoerder

Food Fright
Using song, dance and a minimal set,
members of Present Stage Inc., quickly
caught our attention. The four women
who make up the ensemble are excellent
performers and their sense of humor
eased the way into a delicate subject.
Members of the audience could easily
identify with the eternal battle over a
body that isn't perfect. The message for
all, female and male, is that the only
reason many of us have poor body
images is that because the media has
reinforced the notion that we must be as

physically perfect as a magazine model.
The ensemble let us know that it hasn't

always been that way and it doesn't
need to be that way. The actresses used
scenes that we have all lived through to
gel to the heart of the matter: eating
disorders. In two moving scenes, we
got a feeling for what it's like to be
anorexic or bulimic. The program
ended wltli a harsh look at the type of

Image advertising sells to women and
the cost associated with trying to be
"perfect."

Although not addressed in this perform
ance, we must not think that eating
disorders are strictly female problems;
although the actions of males and
females who have eating disorders may
be similar, anorexia and bulimia are

commonly associated with women only.

A Balancing Act
Families out of balance...parents who
drink too much.. .professionals under
stress.. .teenage drug abusers. "A
Balancing Act" is an honest, often
humorous, portrayal of these familiar,
troubling stories. Audiences of all ages
experience the reality of chemical
dependency through a series of moving
scenes based on actual case histories.

The Performers' Ensemble, based in
Boston, is made up of four actors and
has been depicting drug-dependency on
the stage for ten years. After a rather

The Performers' Ensemble at Hotchkiss (CT)

lengthy introduction, the performers
moved quickly and smoothly through a
series of scenes about chemical depend
ency. One scene showed how children
view their lives when a parent is
dependent. In another, parents deal with
changes in their child's behavior as the
child becomes involved with drugs.
Each family member tiptoes around in
the scene "An Elephant in the Living
Room," pretending that the problem
isn't there so they won't have to deal
with it. In several simultaneous

monologues, people state their feelings
about the situation. The overall sense

of chaos and confusion of drug depend
ency comes through at moments such as
these, and we can clearly see the energy
and tension needed when we try to
ignore this type of serious problem.

The actors led the ensuing discussion,
drawing out members of the audience
and broaching difficult topics. The Per
formers' Ensemble perform for children
in kindergarten-grade 12, and the
production lasts about an hour. For
more information, contact Liz Warwick

at (617) 262-7441.

. I

Registered nurse with 20 years
experience in independent
schools seeks a school health

service position for fall of 1988.
BS degree in nursing; excellent
references; on campus housing
preferred. Please contact;
Pat Murphy
P.O. Box 12

Putney, VT 05346

Emma Willard School (girls
9-12 day and boarding)
announces an opening for
school personal counselor
available September 1, 1988.
Previous independent school
experience a plus. On-campus
housing possible. Contact:

Judy Bridges
Dean of Students

Emma Willard School

285 Pawling Avenue
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 274-4440

Erratum

The article How's Your Circadian Rhythm? printed on page 10 of the
December 1987 Newsletter was written by Elizabeth George, M.D., medical
director of Mercersburg Academy (PA).
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Faculty Notebook:
On-Campus
Childcare

by M. Rebecca Moore,
Choate Rosemary Hall

As a parent of children aged three and
one, I have found that faculty and staff
at boarding schools face a special set
of issues when looking for quality
childcare. Our "boom-and-bust" aca

demic schedules include Saturday
classes, a penchant for work on federal
holidays and long vacation and
summer breaks. On snow days our
schools rarely miss a beat since most
of the community walks to class—but
what happens if your babysitter is a
ten-minute drive away? As my family
has grown older and more numerous,
the in-home care I first used has
become less workable. Given our
number of even and other odd-hour
commitments, an an pair seemed a
solution; however, 1 realized that the
housing categories make no mention
of non-family members. I wouldn't
have any space to put such a conven
ient person. Looking at my situation, it
became increasingly clear that I
wanted an on-campus childcare center
geared towards the varied schedules of
faculty and staff in an academic
residential community.

With the encouragement of the
headmaster and dean of faculty, our
school formed a committee to look at
the possibilities of on-campus child
care. We found good models in
several schools and local hospitals.
Andover, Exeter and Middlesex all
run campus childcare programs which
include infant-toddler care. In two of
these programs the school provides
space and utilities in exchange for
employee preferenceand a slightly
reduced fee. In one case the childcare
organization approached the school
with an offer to run a program; in
another the school hired a childcare
consultant to develop guidelines, hire
a director and oversee licensing the
new facility. At one school the
employee use has grown from seven
to thirty percent in five years and the
infant room is currently completely

"5^
filled with the children of the school
employees. An additional benefit to
schools pDSitiveY^^poiise tfom
local residents whose children fill the
remaining spaces in each center. Since
the school contributes space rent-free,
the overall cost for quality care is more
affordable. Given all these examples,
our committee concluded that on-

campus childcare is a workable proposi
tion.

During the months our committee
worked, several other events suggested
the need and concern for such care in
residential schools. Our headmaster
reported that a positive discussion of
childcare took place at his annual
school heads meeting. A member of our
board suggested looking into a "menu"
benefit plan which would include a way
to reduce childcare costs as a possible
selection. Faculty members on commit
tees similar to ours, from Hotchkiss and
Westminster, called to share ideas,
questions and sources of information.

As our committee continues to work on
finding the space and funding for an on-
campuscenter at our school, facultyand
staff interest remains strong. In a time
when quality childcare is a source of
national concern, I am glad to see

schools responding with on-campus
solutions for their employees.
Certainly such plans aid the health
and well-being of campus families
who work outside the home.

A Note from the

President
The experience of being the president
of ISHA has been an interesting and
varied one, and with the energy and
commitment of the Council members,
an enriching one as well. Three times
a year this diverse group of individu
als from an equally diverse set of
schools came together to plan the next
conference and newsletter and to take

care of the operational business of this
organization. We have done a great
deal of work in those meetings and I
want to convey how much I have
appreciated the contributions of each
Council member plus the support.

extended to me over the past two
years. Often those Council meetings
revealed the group's determination to
get through the agenda items, but
there were also moments of pure
inspiration and fun.

Most of all I want to thank Madeline

Perkins, our executive secretary, who
has been a resourceful and dedicated
partner in the day to day functioning
of ISHA. Her contribtuions and

optimism have been invaluable to me.
I also want to thank Carol Cheney,
our publications editor, and her staff
for their highly professional and
competent assistance.

Lin Bredenfoerder, the director of
health services at Berkshire School,
has accepted the position as the next
president of the Independent School
Health Association. I want to wel

come her to the position and look
forward to our continued work

together on the Council.

Char Davidson



"Asian Society":
'•-letting to

KnowYou

by Shirley Simmons, RN,
Choate Rosemary Hall

A small group of Choate Rosemary
Hall Asian students met together in
May 1987 to share common cultural
concerns and methods of coping with
family pressures. From this small
group developed a concerned and
caring group of Asian students who
began meeting regularly in September
1987.

The purpose of the group focused on
getting to know each other and
sharing interests, problems, family
situations and life at CRH. One real

concem evolved when talking about
long weekends and vacations.
Students offered to share their homes

with Asian students who live outside

the U.S. and who had no place to go
off campus. A real need to talk to

'S^SOF^Rs' wthoutthe pressures of
classroom and organized club
meetings continues to be very
important.

The students try to get together at
least once a month, with between 20
and 30 students (sometimes more) at
each meeting. They volunteer to do
the tasks of leadership, publicizing the
meetings and planning discussions. A
very important part of all the planning
centers around "refreshments"—^after

all, they are teenagers!

As their adult adviser, and also as one
of the infirmary nurses, I have seen a
reduction in the need for daily
infirmary support and a lessening of
the overwhelmed feeling which had
been previously endemic. I think a
major reason for this is the support
systems that have been established
through the "Asian Society." Another
benefit of their meetings is seeing
these great kids become more
communicative, sensitive, warm and
caring with me and others.
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ISHA PUBLICATIONS
Video Tape: "Promoting Self
Esteem with Special Emphasis
on Sexuality" (Pub. # 06)
Spring '86 Keynote Address by
Sol Gordon, M.D. To order,
write Mary Conway, R.N.,
St. George's School, Newport,
RI 02840. $25

Video Tape: "Infectious
Diseases" {?uh. #07)
Spring '86 Keynote Address by
Powel Kazanjian, M.D. Price on
request.

Guidelines for Nursing Proce
dures (Pub. #03)
Working booklet; 32 pages. $10

Suggested Day Student Medical
Forms and Emergency Travel
Cards (Pub. # 02)
This publication is intended as
a supplement to Pub. # 01.
Please enclose stamped self-
addressed envelope. $1

ISHA

Independent School Health Association
Berkshire School
60 Undermountain Road
Sheffield, MA 02157

Faculty Guidelines for Crisis
Situations and Sample Medical
Forms (Pub. # 01)
Working booklet: recommended
guidelines for safe policy
making. Includes Emergency
Travel Card; 32 pages. $8

Health Notes (Pub. # 04)
21 different "letters" (printed
8V2 X 14). Intended Audience:
our adolescents. Topic: Wide
range of health-related concerns.
$16

Audio Cassette Tape: "Ethical
Issues" (Pub. #05)
Fall '85 Keynote Addresses by
Barbara E. Jones andJohn
Wideman. $4

Food Flash Cards (Pub. #08)
Set of 12 laminated 5x8 cards
with a variety of information
about nutrition and diet. $13

Multiple copies of ISHA News
letter (Pub. # 20)
Include date of issue. While
available—$1 per copy 50c
per total order for handling.

These publications are available
by mail; all prices include
postage. Please include publica
tion number with request along
with payment and mail to:

Coleen Dolinish
ISHA Secretary
c/o Berkshire School
60 Undermountain Rd.
Sheffield, MA 02157
(413) 229-8511


